Wenck’s geospatial team soars with innovation and technology through the use of drones in its tool box. Harnessing the power of the SUAS technologies with Wenck services provides endless opportunities across many industries:

- Agriculture
- Surveying
- Mining, Earthworks Management
- Environmental
- Real Estate
- Construction
- Asset Management
- Response Services
- Photography
- Environmental/Natural Resources
- Inspections
Solving Your Aerial Needs

The use of small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (sUAS) are important tools in the emerging technologies of remote sensing. Our Drone Technologies provide our clients a wide range of cutting-edge services including the following:

- Digital Orthophotographs
- Phase I Site Assessment
- Remediation Progress Footage
- Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
- Linear Profiling (Cross-Sectional Views)
- Watershed Delineation
- Weather Event Damages
- Cut/Fill Calculations
- Distance and Volumetric Calculations
- Time-Based Differential Changes (Before/After)
- Aerial Video/Photos
- 3D Visualizations
- Construction Progress
- Precision Agriculture, including NDVI Maps

Wenck now has the capabilities to solve all of your aerial needs, from aerial survey mapping to building inspection and all the way to marketing for your events and property with high end video and photography.

MANY SERVICES...ONE ORGANIZATION

Wenck Associates is a leading engineering and consulting firm, dedicated to providing innovative solutions through our strategic engineering, environmental, and consulting services. In addition, Wenck's four operating companies (Wenck Associates, Wenck Construction, Wenck Real Estate, Wenck Response) provide our clients a united team of engineers, scientists, and business and construction professionals prepared to deliver the outcome you need.

We are known and trusted for our technical excellence, and our experienced team can partner with you to manage every aspect of your most complex projects — working jointly with all stakeholders to obtain an exceptional result. Visit our website and follow us on social media to learn more about Wenck and how we can best serve you.

CLICK. CONNECT.